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Conspectus: Electronic excited state phenomena provide a compelling intersection of fundamental and

applied research interests in the chemical sciences. This holds true for coordination chemistry, where

harnessing the strong optical absorption and photocatalytic activity of compounds depends on our ability

to control fundamental physical and chemical phenomena associated with the non-adiabatic dynamics of

electronic excited states. The central events of excited state chemistry can all critically influence the

dynamics of electronic excited states, including internal conversion (transitions between distinct

electronic states) and intersystem crossing (transitions between electronic states with different spin

multiplicities) events governed by non-adiabatic interactions between electronic states in close proximity

to conical intersections, as well as solvation and electron transfer. The diversity of electronic and nuclear

dynamics also makes the robust interpretation of experimental measurements challenging. Developments

in theory, simulation, and experiment can all help address the interpretation and understanding of

chemical dynamics in organometallic and coordination chemistry. Synthesis presents the opportunity to

chemically engineer the strength and symmetry of the metal-ligand interactions. This chemical control

can be exploited to understand the influence of electronic ground state properties on electronic excited

state dynamics. New time-resolved experimental methods and the insightful exploitation of established

methods have an important role in understanding, and ideally controlling, the photo-physics and

photochemistry of transition metal complexes. Techniques that can disentangle the coupled motion of



electrons and nuclear dynamics warrant emphasis. We present a review of electron localization dynamics

in charge transfer excited states and the dynamics of photo-initiated spin crossover dynamics. Both

electron localization and spin crossover have been investigated by numerous research groups with

femtosecond resolution spectroscopy, but challenges in experimental interpretation have left significant

uncertainty about the molecular properties that control these phenomena. Our review will emphasize how

tailoring the experimental probe, femtosecond resolution vibrational anisotropy for electron localization

and femtosecond resolution hard x-ray fluorescence for spin crossover, can make a significant impact on

the interpretability of experimental measurements. The emphasis on thorough and robust interpretation

has also led to an emphasis on simpler molecular systems. This enables iteration between experiment and

theory, a requirement for the development of a more predictive understanding of electronic excited state

phenomena, and an essential step to the development of design rules for solar materials.



Electron localization in charge transfer excited states

Energy migration and charge separation represent essential steps in molecularly based light-

harvesting materials, be they natural 1-3 or synthetic.4-6 Long range order and strong intermolecular

coupling facilitate fast energy migration. Environmental disorder and solvation, as well as intramolecular

distortion, disturb long range order and suppress energy migration, but facilitate charge separation. These

variations in interaction strength also significantly influence the theoretical framework required to

describe the resultant phenomena.4,7 The weak coupling regime dominates inter-molecular energy

transfer, but the conversion of excitation energy into chemical energy necessitates charge separation, a

process that cannot be described within the weak coupling regime. While Marcus theory provides a

phenomenological framework for electron transfer reactions,8-10 we do not have the theoretical tools to

predict electronic excited state charge transfer phenomena with sufficient fidelity to be of practical value.

Charge transfer excited states in a high symmetry coordination complex have either an electron or a

hole residing in one of many degenerate molecular orbitals. For the idealized degenerate case, coupling

between degenerate molecular orbitals leads to delocalization of the excited state, while static and

dynamic disorder will reduce the symmetry, eliminate the energetic degeneracy between electronic

orbitals, and provide a mechanism for electron localization. For these reasons, the time-dependent spatial

extent of charge transfer excited states in high symmetry coordination complexes provides a critical

means of assessing how fundamental molecular properties and processes – coupling between degenerate

electronic states, intramolecular symmetry breaking vibronic interactions, and intermolecular solvation

driven symmetry breaking – control excited state electronic structure and charge separation. The

accessibility of charge transfer excited states to femtosecond resolution optical spectroscopy, and these

measurements to theoretical modeling, has made them an important testing ground for how fundamental

physical and chemical properties control charge separation and stabilization in electronic excited states.



These experimental and theoretical studies have emphasized the importance of time resolved

anisotropy for high symmetry molecules as a probe of the time dependent spatial extent of the electronic

excited state.11-16 The time resolved anisotropy measures the orientational memory of an optically

generated excited state,17
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where S� represents the change in probe transmission induced by a pump pulse when the pump and probe

beams have parallel linear polarizations, while S  represents the signal with perpendicular linear

polarizations for the pump and probe pulses. The spectral dependence of ( )r t will be discussed shortly.

Under the most common circumstances, a low concentration of chromophores with non-degenerate

excited states will have an anisotropy that ranges from 0.4 to 0, where the decay in the anisotropy results

from the rotation of excited state molecules.17 When the pump pulse excites degenerate states with

orthogonal transition dipole moments, the initial value of the anisotropy reflects the symmetry of the

molecule and the decay of the anisotropy reflects multiple dynamical processes.11-16 Molecules with three-

fold degeneracy will have (0) 1.0r  , while molecules with two-fold degeneracy will have (0) 0.7r  .13 A

schematic of the relevant processes for two-fold degenerate molecules appears in Figure 1. The dynamical

phenomena that governs the loss of anisotropy for the two-fold degenerate states can be expressed with

three rates reflecting three distinct processes for an overdamped superposition of excited states,12
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Dephasing due to inter- and intramolecular fluctuations occurs with a   rate and leads to localization of

the charge transfer excited state to a single molecular orbital and reduction in anisotropy to 0.4r  .

Incoherent electron transfer between degenerate localized charge transfer excited states occurs with a 



rate and further reduces the anisotropy to 0.1r   for two-fold degenerate states. This assumes the

degenerate states have orthogonal transition dipole directions. Excited state bond rotation can also lead to

changes in the anisotropy,18,19 though not for the charge transfer systems discussed in this account. For

dilute excitation, where excitation transfer between molecules does not occur, molecular rotation with the

rate D causes the final loss of anisotropy.

Ruthenium tris-bipyridine, [Ru(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+,14-16 and tetraphenyl porphyrin12 have been the

molecular systems of choice for time resolved studies of excited state electron localization. In both

systems, the molecular symmetry leads to two-fold degenerate electronic excited states with orthogonal

transition dipole moments. These studies have measured the polarization-dependent change in UV-visible

probe absorption induced by the visible pump pulse. UV-visible pump-probe spectroscopy has three

distinct sources of signal: a reduction in ground state absorption or ground state bleach (GSB), stimulated

emission (SE) from electronic excited states back to the ground state, and new excited state absorption

(ESA). The GSB and SE lead to an increase in probe light transmission, while the ESA reduces the signal

transmission. The biggest challenge occurs when the ESA spectrally overlaps with either the GSB or the

SE. When signals of opposite sign spectrally overlap, a common occurrence, the anisotropy extracted

from equation (1) can range from –∞ to +∞ making the measurement meaningless.

The contradictory interpretations of anisotropy measurements for the metal-to-ligand charge transfer

(MLCT) excited state of [Ru(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+ highlight the challenges in interpreting time resolved

anisotropy measurements. Wallin et al. concluded from their measurements that the MLCT excited state

delocalizes in less than a picosecond,16 while Malone et al. concluded that inter-ligand hopping occurs

with a 47 ps time constant.14 In a third study performed by Yeh et al., they observed optical dephasing on

the 100 fs time scale, but did not report ultrafast inter-ligand hopping of the MLCT excited state.15 These

difficulties in experimental interpretation can be addressed, at least in part, by a change in experimental

design.



Vibrational spectroscopy as a probe of electron localization and charge transfer has many attributes

well suited to this problem. For an appropriately chosen molecule and vibrational probe, the anisotropic

pump-probe signal can be placed in the molecular frame effectively. For instance, the first application of

the method was able to determine the geometry of CO bond to Heme in myoglobin20,21 and has also been

used to characterize the structure and dynamics of photoisomerization19,22 and the structural response of

an enzyme to a photo-excited inhibitor.23 We have used polarization-resolved UV pump mid-IR probe

spectroscopy19-23 to study the electron localization dynamics of 3-
6Fe(CN) .24 We generate a ligand to

metal charge transfer (LMCT) excited state and probe the electronic excited state dynamics with the CN

stretch absorption band with mid-IR pulses polarized parallel and perpendicular to the UV pump

polarization. The CN-stretch vibration presents many interpretive advantages over UV-visible probing for

tracking the dynamics of electronic excited states. The simplicity of vibrational lineshapes allows us to

clearly distinguish the ESA from the GSB signal, and the transient vibrational spectrum does not have a

SE signal. The CN-stretching modes have transition dipole moments parallel to the CN bonding for both

the ground and excited state, greatly simplifying the interpretation of the pump-probe anisotropy.

The experiment showed a variety of initially surprising results. The octahedral Fe(CN) 3
6  complex

only has a three-fold degenerate T1u CN-stretching mode in the mid-IR absorption spectrum. As shown in

Figure 2(A), strong inter-ligand electronic coupling in the LMCT excited state leads to electron hole

delocalization. This preserves the octahedral symmetry and leads to a single T1u CN-stretch ESA band at

2050 cm-1 with no anisotropy by a 0.2 ps time delay. With a solvent dependent rate, we observed this

single excited state absorption converts to two ESA peaks appearing at 2079 cm-1 and 2095 cm-1 with a 5

ps time constant. This can be seen in Figure 2(B), which presents a contour plot of the full relaxation

dynamics. The single excited state absorption at short time delays and the absence of anisotropy

demonstrate that the ligand hole in the LMCT electronic excited state hops very quickly from ligand to

ligand, making the excited state look delocalized on the vibrational time scale. This indicates that the

measurement lacks sufficient temporal resolution to observe the initial dephasing and intra-ligand charge



transfer rates represented by γ and Γ in equation 2. The eventual appearance of two distinct vibrational

transitions with the same rise and decay time constants shows that the ligand hole does eventually localize

on a single ligand for sufficient time for the vibrational absorption spectrum to reflect the reduction in

molecular symmetry associated with a localized LMCT excited state. As can be seen in Figure 2, the loss

in symmetry causes two CN-stretch absorption peaks split by 20 cm-1. Experimentally resolving the

reduction in symmetry with vibrational spectroscopy requires roughly 1 ps, the period of a 20 cm-1 beat

frequency. For hoping rates fast compared to one ps, the two transitions will motionally narrow into a

single transition, making vibrational spectroscopy insensitive to the ligand hole localization. This

highlights the core weakness of vibrational spectroscopy as a probe of photochemical dynamics; for small

and moderate frequency shifts, the intrinsic time resolution of the measurement is usually limited to

hundreds of femtoseconds, independent of the instrument response in the experiment.

Our measurements agree with the sub-picosecond loss of anisotropy found for degenerate electronic

excited states in tetraphenyl porphyrin by Hochstrasser and co-workers12 and the degenerate MLCT

excited state of [Ru(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+ by Hammerström and co-workers.16 We believe the weight of

evidence supports very fast decoherence and electron hopping between equivalent excited states in room

temperature solvent. Direct application of mid-IR anisotropy measurements to [Ru(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+ or

tetraphenyl porphyrin would not easily clarify the situation, because these molecules lack vibrational

transitions that can be easily mapped onto the charge transfer coordinates. The added value of vibrational

anisotropy measurements usually requires the vibrational probe be well described as a local mode where

the vibrational transition dipole moment maps onto a critical molecular coordinate. Vibrational labeling

with local vibrational modes, such as cyano groups, provides a chemical means of extending the value of

vibrational anisotropy measurements.19,23,25,26

Mechanistic studies of intersystem crossing in transition metal complexes



A dynamical hierarchy has often been presumed to exist for the relaxation of electronic excited states

in molecular systems, with intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) preceding internal conversion,

which in turn, precedes intersystem crossing. This hierarchy fails to describe excited state dynamics in

transition metal complexes, in point of fact, it would appear to be the exception rather than the rule,27 with

internal conversion and intersystem crossing often occurring on the same time scale as intramolecular

vibrational redistribution. This general observation aligns with a more nuanced view of electronic excited

state dynamics, one where trajectories on excited state potential energy surfaces that move through or

near intersections between electronic excite states govern the rate of internal conversion and intersystem

crossing.28 Since vibrational motion and redistribution of vibrational energy control how molecules

sample their excited state potentials, the presumed separation of time scales for IVR, internal conversion,

and intersystem crossing provides a poor starting point for rationalizing electronic excited state dynamics.

The presence of metal centered excited states with distinct spin states represents a clear distinction

between organic and inorganic molecular complexes. This proves particularly important for the excited

state dynamics of 3d transition metal complexes where the optically active excited states rarely

correspond to the lowest energy excited states. This aspect of the energy levels of coordination complexes

has long been appreciated since weak absorptions in the near IR due to symmetry forbidden d-d

transitions can be seen at lower excitation energies than the charge transfer excitations that dominate the

UV and visible absorption spectrum. However, the importance of these ligand field excited states in the

relaxation of charge transfer excited states has taken longer to appreciate for both technical and scientific

reasons. Scientifically, conventional wisdom presumed processes such as photo-induced spin crossover

should proceed slowly because the conversion of a charge transfer excited state to a high spin ligand field

excited state generally involves two active electrons, each of which must undergo internal conversion or

intersystem crossing. Technically, assembling sufficiently robust evidence for the rate of photo-induced

spin crossover progressed slowly because of the weight of evidence needed to supersede conventional

wisdom.



Photo-induced spin crossover in poly-pyridal Fe(II)27,29-39 has proven to be of particular importance

because of the interest in using spin crossover materials in light triggered data storage30 and iron based

dyes as earth abundant light harvesters in dye sensitized solar cells.35,40,41 In both cases the rate of photo-

induced spin crossover proves critical, since this rate controls the switching time on the one hand and

competes with charge injection on the other. Figure 3 shows [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+, an archetypical spin

crossover complex, along with the electron configurations associated with various electronic states and a

schematic of how the Fe-N bond length varies for these distinct electronic states. Unlike many organic

molecules, changes in spin state lead to significant changes in molecular geometry. This results from the

metal-ligand anti-bonding character of the eg levels only occupied in the high spin configurations. As

shown schematically in Figure 3, and consistent with the theoretical calculations of de Graaf and Sousa,42-

44 these large differences in structure can lead to energetic degeneracies between these distinct electronic

states. If the electronic excited state trajectories encounter these degeneracies, prompt non-adiabatic

transitions between the degenerate will occur, assuming there is sufficient electronic coupling. For spin

crossover, this requires both vibronic and spin-orbit coupling. Formally atomic spin-orbit coupling does

not apply, because the lower molecular symmetry does not conserve orbital angular momentum, but a

change in spin state can occur if the electronic wavefunction also has a change of ±1 angular node in

analogy with spin-orbit coupling.45

Initial picosecond and femtosecond resolution measurements indicated spin crossover in polypyridal

iron complexes occurred on a sub-picosecond time scale,34 but robust proof of this observation required

numerous measurements with a variety of ultrafast methods.32,33,35,38,39,46 The characterization of photo-

induced spin crossover dynamics took longer to acquire than many other photochemical phenomena

because of the complexity of the phenomena and simultaneous evolution of the electronic, spin, and

structural configuration. A long standing difficulty has been the development of a general method for

detecting spin state changes with femtosecond temporal resolution. While methods like electron

paramagnetic resonance provide a sensitive probe of electronic spin moment, the intrinsic energy scale of



the spin resonance process generally limits the time resolution from hundreds of picoseconds to

nanoseconds. X-ray spectroscopy,47 particularly hard x-ray fluorescence46,48-51 and soft x-ray absorption

spectroscopy37,38,52 for 3d transition metals, provide sensitive measures of the metal spin state and have

intrinsic time resolution on the single femtosecond time scale as reflected by the absorption and

fluorescence linewidths.53 The value of new and complementary experimental methods becomes even

more critical as the objective transitions from measuring the rate of spin crossover to determining the

mechanism of spin crossover and controlling the excited state spin dynamics.

We have focused our effort on the development of Fe K fluorescence spectroscopy as a probe of

spin dynamics,46 though Fe 2p absorption spectroscopy37,38 and Fe K fluorescence50,51 have also proven

to be valuable probes of excited state spin dynamics. Ionization of the Fe 1s orbital with a hard x-ray

photon above the Fe 1s ionization potential of 7,120 eV, leads to x-ray fluorescence. Fe K fluorescence

involves 3p filling of the 1s hole. The strong exchange interaction between the 3d electrons and the hole

in the 3p level created by fluorescence makes the K fluorescence spectrum sensitive to the 3d spin

moment.47,49,54 This sensitivity can be seen in Figure 4(A), where the Fe K fluorescence spectrum for a

variety of Fe compounds with distinct spin moments has been plotted. The dominant source of spectral

variation results from variation in spin state, making K fluorescence an excellent probe of spin

dynamics.

The predominant influence of spin on the K spectrum has enabled us to use electronic ground state

spectra as models for excited state changes in Fe spin and charge due to the change in spin that

accompanies a change in oxidation state.46 Figure 4(B) shows the model difference spectra associated

with the distinct excited state that could participate in photo-induced spin crossover. Before discussing the

time dependent difference signals measured for [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+, the limitations of using electronic

ground state Kspectra to model electronic excited state spectra warrant discussion. A variety of

measurements and calculated spectra have demonstrated that the K spectrum shows little sensitivity to



molecular symmetry for equal spin states,46,49 but the covalency of the metal-ligand bond does have an

impact on the spectrum.55 This has been demonstrated most clearly for iron complexes at the extremes of

metal-ligand covalency.55 For instance, strongly covalent iron sulfur complexes appear to have smaller

effective spin moments than those for highly ionic iron fluoride. This spectral variation results from the

delocalization of the spin density, while the K spectrum only reflects the Fe contribution to the spin

moment. This aspect of the K fluorescence spectroscopy adds to the information content of the

technique, but also means that molecules with similar coordination bonding need to be chosen to model

excited state spin dynamics.

The sensitivity of the K fluorescence spectra to the iron spin moment enables the spin crossover

mechanism to be monitored. While the sub-picosecond rate of spin crossover in multiple iron poly-pyridal

complexes has been established by a large number of measurements and methods32,33,35,38,39, the

mechanism for the process has proven more difficult to determine. Whether the MLCT state decays

directly to the high spin quintet ligand field excited state (5T2)32,33 or through a triplet ligand field excited

state (3T) transient30,31,46 has been a question of central mechanistic importance. Chergui et al. have used

UV-visible transient absorption,33,56 time-resolved luminescence,33 and time-resolved iron K-edge

XANES32 to characterize the spin crossover dynamics of [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+. They concluded from

the time-resolved luminescence studies that the optically excited 1MLCT state decayed to a 3MLCT with a

~30 fs time constant. With a combination of UV-visible and Fe K-edge x-ray absorption measurements,

they concluded that the rate of 3MLCT decay matched the rate of 5T2 formation, leading them to conclude

that the 3MLCT excited state converts directly to the 5T2 excited state.32 We have drawn the opposite

conclusion from our femtosecond resolution visible pump K fluorescence probe measurements,46 where

the transient signal provides strong evidence for spin crossover proceeding through a triplet transient.

Figure 4(C,D) shows transient difference spectra for [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+. The distinct features of

the 3T difference spectrum allow the potential presence of a 3T transient state to be distinguished from

1,3MLCT and 5T2 excited states in the transient difference spectra. We fit the time-dependent difference



spectra to two distinct models: one where the 1,3MLCT decays directly to a 5T2 excited state and one

where the 1,3MLCT relaxes to the 5T2 state via a 3T transient. Statistical analysis allows us to reject the

direct MLCT to 5T2 mechanism with greater than 95% confidence. Figure 4(C,D) shows the time-

dependent difference signal measured at two x-ray fluorescence energies: 7061 eV, where the difference

signal is largest, and 7054 eV, where the triplet model complex has a spectral signature clearly distinct

from the 1,3MLCT and 5T2 states. In the absence of a triplet transient, the strong increase in fluorescence

signal at 7061 eV also generates a fast decrease in signal at 7054 eV, while the measurements shows a

delay in the decrease in signal at 7054 eV relative to rise at 7061 eV. With the triplet transient the signal

changes at both 7061 eV and 7054 eV consistent with the experimental results.

The calculations of de Graaf and Sousa indicate that both the direct 1,3MLCT→5T2 and the sequential

1,3MLCT→3T→5T2 mechanisms provide energetically feasible reaction pathways with minimal reaction

barriers42-44. The relative strength of the coupling between the states likely determines which pathway

dominates. We conclude the sequential relaxation occurs more promptly than the direct crossover from

the 1,3MCLT to the 5T2 excited state because the sequential transition involves single electronic transitions

coupled by a spin-orbit operator, while the direct transition involves the simultaneous transition of two

distinct electrons on two centers and cannot occur with the first-order spin-orbit operator. The theoretical

study of Sousa et al. supports this conclusion,42 where they calculated significantly faster spin crossover

for the sequential mechanism than the direct mechanism.

Time resolved x-ray spectroscopy measurements38,46 have significantly clarified the electronic states

involved in photo-induced spin crossover, but this only represents half of the mechanism. A mechanistic

understanding also requires a detailed understanding of the vibrational motions involved in the non-

adiabatic transitions between the critical electronic states involved in spin crossover.57,58 The desire to

control, or eliminate spin crossover, for photocatalytic and photovoltaic applications accentuates the need

to identify the vibrations involved in spin crossover. Consistent with Figure 3, the Fe-N bond length

receives the most attention. The dynamics of this bond expansion have been directly tracked using Fe K-



edge XANES,32,39 x-ray scattering,51 and quantum chemical calculations.42-44 This bond expansion

corresponds to the vibrational motion that undergoes the largest reorganization during spin crossover and

likely plays a critical role in the transition from 3T to 5T2, as indicated by the potential energy surfaces

calculated by de Graaf and Sousa.42-44 The importance of the Fe-N stretching motion to the transition

between the MLCT and the 3T excited states seems much less apparent. Quantum chemical calculations

show little change in the Fe-N bond lengths between the singlet ground state and the MLCT excited

state.43,44 Given that the formation of the 3T transient controls the rate of spin crossover, determining the

reaction coordinate vibrations for this step represents a critical step towards controlling MLCT excited

state dynamics in coordination complexes.

The inability of Fe-N bond expansion alone to explain the electronic excited state relaxation warrants

emphasis. For spin crossover 3d6 systems with pseudo-octahedral symmetry, metal centered triplet states

have a single electron in the double degenerate eg level. This makes the system Jahn-Teller, or pseudo-

Jahn-Teller active and should lead to a tetragonal distortion of the molecular symmetry. This effect has

been observed in quantum chemical studies of the excited state structure of iron carbene complexes,57,59 as

shown in Figure 5, but has not been investigated in theoretical studies of [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+ photo-

induced spin crossover. For the iron carbene complex shown in Figure 5(A), the triplet state only involves

elongation of the Fe-C bonds in blue (q1), or equivalently red (q2), to stabilize the metal centered triplet

state, while the quintet state undergoes symmetric elongation of both q1 and q2. Inner-shell torsional

dynamics could also be of significance. For bi- and tri-dentate ligands changes in Fe-N bond length also

leads to distortions in the N-Fe-N bond angles.58 Generally this means that changes in N-Fe-N bond

angles accompany changes in Fe-N bond length. To date, the influence of these coupled structural

motions on the excited state electron dynamics involved in spin crossover has not been fully characterized

either experimentally or theoretically.

The ability to track the spin state of metal center excited states also provides the opportunity to

investigate the role of spin in catalytic mechanisms. Spin state changes in the catalytic mechanisms of 3d



transition metal catalysts have been proposed for a variety of reactions including ligand binding to

Fe(CO)4
60-64 and Ni porphyrins,65 as well as bond activation by heme and non-heme iron-oxo complexes.66

The generation of meta-stable spin states with optical excitation provides a novel approach to

investigating the influence of the metal center spin state on bond activation.

Prospective

Mixed ligation, variation in ligand field strength, and ligand coordination number all provide means

to manipulate the nuclear and electronic structure of coordination complexes. Mature methods for

synthesizing, characterizing, and simulating the electronic ground state properties of diverse coordination

complexes exist in abundance. Methods for characterizing and simulating the electronic excited states

properties of these compounds remain comparatively rudimentary, but advances in computational power

and methodology, as well as ultrafast laser technology, give reason for hope that our ability to

characterize and understand electronic excited state properties in coordination chemistry should advance

quickly. X-ray free electron lasers, capable of generating few femtosecond duration pulses with roughly

mJ energies, represent the most compelling experimental advance relevant to the study of the electronic

excited state properties of coordination complexes. While hard x-ray fluorescence measurements have

been emphasized in this review,46,50,51,67 a variety of ultrafast resolution x-ray scattering and spectroscopy

methods have been demonstrated.39,68-71 Unlike prior studies utilizing femtosecond laser plasmas or strong

field laser manipulation of x-ray synchrotrons, the high flux of femtosecond duration x-ray laser sources

no longer requires heroic effort to achieve limited signal quality. Despite the excitement, the results

remain largely incremental. Genuine impact will require collaboration between scientists with expertise in

molecular synthesis, quantum dynamics simulations, and experimental measurement. Only through

coordinated effort will we reach the true objective of understanding how ground state molecular structure

dictates electronic excited state properties.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1: A schematic depiction of the electronic excited state relaxation processes for a two-fold

degenerate system.   is the rate of the decoherence,   is the rate of the incoherent electron transfer, and

D is the rate of molecular rotation. This hierarchy of rates applies generally, but does not need to hold for

all circumstances.

Figure 2: UV pump−mid-IR probe results for [Fe(CN)6] 3− dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide. (A) The

isotropic (red points) and S|| −S⊥difference (blue traces) transient spectra are shown for a 0.2 ps time

delay. The solid red line is the fit of isotropic transient spectra. (B) Two-dimensional isotropic transient

spectra as a function of mid-IR probe time delay and frequency. These figures are adapted with

permission from Zhang et al. ref. 24 Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.

Figure 3: (A) Molecular structure of [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+ (red, Fe; blue, N; grey, C; H not shown). (B)

A schematic drawing of the potential energy surfaces involved in the spin crossover dynamics. The

figures shows two spin crossover pathways, one involving a triplet intermedia state (blue arrows) and one

without a triplet intermediate state (red arrow). These figures are adapted with permission from Zhang et

al. ref. 46 Copyright (2014) Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 4: Spin-dependent iron K fluorescence spectra and time-dependent photo-induced iron K

difference spectra and kinetic modelling of spin crossover dynamics. (A) The K fluorescence spectra of

ground state iron complexes with different spin moments: singlet ([Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+, red), doublet

([Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]3+, blue), triplet (iron(II) phthalocyanine, green), quartet (iron(III) phthalocyanine

chloride, red dashed), and quintet ([Fe(phenanthroline)2(NCS)2], blue dashed). (B) Model complex

difference spectra for the 1,3MLCT, 3T and 5T2 excited states constructed by subtracting the singlet model

complex spectrum from the doublet, triplet and quintet model complex spectra shown in (A). (C, D)

Time-dependent optically induced difference spectra measured at a K fluorescence energy of 7,061 eV

(C) and 7,054 eV (D) for [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+ (red stars), as well as the best fit achieved for kinetic



models with (blue) or without (green dashed) a 3T transient. The error bars in (C) and (D) reflect the

standard error for the difference signal determined from six independent measurements. These figures are

adapted with permission from Zhang et al. ref. 46 Copyright (2014) Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 5: (A) Structure of [Fe(CNC)2]2+ (CNC = 2,6-Bis(3-methylimidazole-1-ylidine)pyridine) and

geometrical structure parameters. (B) [Fe(CNC)2]2+ The potential energy surface between the 3MLCT and

metal centered quintet (5MC) geometries, where the white dotted path is the lowest-energy path between

the 3MLCT and the metal centered triplet (3MC) states. 5MC and 3MC play analogous roles in

[Fe(CNC)2]2+ as 3T and 5T2 do for [Fe(2,2’-bipyridine)3]2+. These figures are adapted with permission

from Fredin et al. ref. 57 Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.
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